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Introduction: With a halflife of 1.49 Myr, the 60Fe60Ni

decay scheme is ideally suited for dating meteorites and plane

tary processes that occurred in the first 10 Myr of the Solar Sys

tem [1]. Further, Ni possesses two neutronrich isotopes, 62Ni

and 64Ni, considered to be produced through nuclear statisti

cal equilibrium processes occurring in neutronrich supernova

ejecta [2]. Both excesses and deficits have been documented

for such neutronrich isotopes in iron group elements (48Ca,
50Ti, 54Cr, 62Ni, 64Ni and 70Zn) in normal and FUN calcium

aluminumrich inclusions (CAIs) as well as in primitive and

differentiated meteorites [3, 4]. These anomalies carry infor

mation on the scale and extent of heterogeneity that may have

existed in the accretion disc surrounding the young Sun.

We have measured the Ni isotope composition of seven

iron meteorites (IIIAB, IIICD, IIAB, IAB and IC) and the

carbonaceous chondrite Murchison by multicollection induc

tively coupled plasma source mass spectrometry (MCICPMS).

Given that the 56Fe/58Ni ratios estimated for the initial liquid

compositions of the metal cores represented by these different

groups of iron meteorites vary from 6 to 22 [5], the magnitude

of 60Ni deficits compared to average Solar System material

(chondrites) can be estimated. Assuming that 60Fe was homo

geneously distributed in the early Solar System with an initial
60Fe/56Fe of∼1× 10−6 [6], we estimate ε

60Ni* values in iron

meteorites ranging from −0.06 to −0.45 if core segregation

was contemporaneous with CAI formation.

Analytical procedures: We have thus developed analyt

ical protocols enabling the measurements of Ni isotopes to

highprecision in metal and silicate materials by MCICPMS,

in order to search for evidence of live 60Fe as well as nucleosyn

thetic anomalies in 62Ni. For metal samples, Ni purification is

achieved on TEVAspec resin in highmolarity HCl acid, while

Ni in silicates is purified using a threecolumn chemistry in

cluding cation and anionexchange and TOGDA resins, using

HCl and HNO3 acids. Yields of ∼99.5% are readily obtained

using these chemical purification procedures, and total proce

dural blanks are less than 1 ng and insignificant considering

the amount of Ni analyzed. Samples were introduced into

the plasma source in 5% HNO3 with an Aridus desolvating

nebulizer using both Ar and N as sweep gases. Samples were

analyzed via the samplestandard bracketing technique using

an inhouse Ni standard solution. Samples and standards were

analyzed with a signal intensity of 8 V on mass 58Ni, and

isotope ratios were collected for 600 seconds (4 × 15 cycles

with 10 s integration). Typical instrument backgrounds be

tween washouts were less than 0.0001 V on mass 58Ni and

non detectable for 60Ni, 61Ni and 62Ni. 57Fe was monitored

to correct for isobaric interference from iron on 58Ni. The

Ni isotope ratios were normalized to 61Ni/58Ni = 0.0147442

using the exponential law. The results are reported in epsilon

units expressing the deviation in parts per 10,000 of internally

normalized isotope ratios in the sample relative to the stan
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Figure 1: ε
61Ni* values for different inner Solar System ob-

jects. Error bars are 2se.

dard. Each sample was analyzed in this fashion between 8

and 12 times. Using this protocol, we achieve an external

reproducibility of 0.05 and 0.15 for the ε
60Ni* and ε

62Ni, re

spectively. The 56Fe/58Ni ratios were measured by isotope

dilution using a mixed 57Fe61Ni spike, on a 1% aliquot of the

sample used for Ni isotope measurements.

Results: One analysis of the Murchison carbonaceous

chondrite yielded an ε
60Ni* of 0.000±0.071, that is, identical

to the terrestrial standard solution. In contrast, all iron me

teorite samples analyzed in this study show resolvable 60Ni

deficits ranging from ε
60Ni* of −0.279 ± 0.107 to −0.111 ±

0.065 (Fig. 1). In addition, the Murchison carbonaceous chon

drite has a resolvable excess of ε
62Ni of 0.357±0.103 relative

to Earth. Contrarily, all irons are characterized by 62Ni deficits

ranging from ε
62Ni of −0.614 ± 0.270 to −0.299 ± 0.210,

although these are all identical within analytical uncertainty

(Fig. 2).

Discussion: Because the size of the anomalies reported in

this study are relatively small, a contribution from spallation

reactions has to be considered given the long exposure ages of

iron meteorites. However, the neutron capture crosssections

are low for all Ni isotopes, and thus cosmogenic effects on

Ni are unlikely to be observed. Furthermore, the magnitude

of the isotopic anomalies presented in studied meteorites are

not correlated with the exposure ages, ruling out a significant
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Figure 2: ε
62Ni values for different inner Solar System ob-

jects. CAIs are from [10]. Error bars are 2se.

contribution from spallation reactions.

The 60Ni deficits observed in iron meteorites are consis

tent with Fe/Ni fractionation during the lifespan of 60Fe. We

infer that such deficits record the timing of primary Fe/Ni frac

tionation from a chondritic source reservoir leading to core

segregation on differentiated asteroids. We can thus calculate

one stage model ages for core formation on differentiated as

teroids assuming that the 60Fe was homogeneously distributed

within the Solar System, and the different iron meteorite parent

bodies that were not characterized by an exotic 61Ni isotope

composition or an unusual Fe/Ni ratio. Using the 56Fe/58Ni

ratios estimated for the initial liquid core compositions, we

calculate initial 60Fe/56Fe of 1.48 ± 0.87 × 10−6 for IIAB

metals and 1.09 ± 0.14× 10−6 for IIIAB metals, at the time of

core formation. Assuming an initial 60Fe/56Fe of ∼1 × 10−6

at the time of CAI formation, core formation on the IIAB and

IIIAB iron parent bodies occurred as early as 0.19+0.31

−0.27 and

0.86+1.91

−1.00 Myr prior to the CAIforming event, respectively.

These results are thus in agreement with recent HfW ages for

magmatic iron meteorites indicating core formation within 1.5

Myr of Solar System formation [7]. These new Ni isotope

results lend further support to the hypothesis that accretion of

all differentiated planetisemals predates accretion of chondrite

parent bodies, although chrondrites are traditionally viewed

as the most primitive and oldest Solar System objects [89].

Planetesimal accretion and differentiation thus occurred con

temporaneously with chondrule formation.
Together with previously published Ni data for Allende

CAIs [10], our study demontrates the presence of at least four

distinct Ni isotope reservoirs in the early Solar System (Fig.

2). While CAIs exhibit ε
62Ni excesses of 1.15 ± 0.28 [10]

compared to Earth, iron meteorites are characterized by a rel

atively uniform deficit of −0.381 ± 0.077. Our analysis of

the Murchison meteorite suggests that the carbonaceous chon

drites may be characterized by an excess of 0.357± 0.103. Iron

meteorite parent bodies thus accreted from precursor material

isotopically distinct from that of carbonaceous chondrites and

Earth. Our Ni isotope data are in excellent agreement with re

cent highprecision Cr isotopic measurements indicating 54Cr

excesses in carbonaceous chondrites and deficits in chromite

grains from iron meteorites [4]. These results provide impor

tant constraints regarding the genetic relations between early

Solar System planetesimals and demonstrates the presence of

large scale coupled Cr and Ni isotopic heterogeneity within

the accretion disc.
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